Why Mass Incarceration Matters: Rethinking Crisis, Decline, and Transformation in Postwar American History

Heather Ann Thompson

As the twentieth century came to a close and the twenty-first began, something occurred in the United States that was without international parallel or historical precedent. Between 1970 and 2010 more people were incarcerated in the United States than were imprisoned in any other country, and at no other point in its past had the nation’s economic, social, and political institutions become so bound up with the practice of punishment. By 2006 more than 7.3 million Americans had become entangled in the criminal justice system. The American prison population had by that year increased more rapidly than had the resident population as a whole, and one in every thirty-one U.S. residents was under some form of correctional supervision, such as in prison or jail, or on probation or parole. As importantly, the incarcerated and supervised population of the United States was, overwhelmingly, a population of color. African American men experienced the highest imprisonment rate of all racial groups, male or female. It was 6.5 times the rate of white males and 2.5 times that of Hispanic males. By the middle of 2006 one in fifteen black men over the age of eighteen were behind bars as were one in nine black men aged twenty to thirty-four. The imprisonment rate of African American women looked little better. It was almost double that of Hispanic women and three times the rate of white women.

Despite the fact that ten times more Americans were imprisoned in the last decade of the twentieth century than were killed during the Vietnam War (591,298 versus 58,228), and even though a greater number of African Americans had ended up in penal institutions than in institutions of higher learning by the new millennium (188,500 more), historians have largely ignored the mass incarceration of the late twentieth century and have not yet begun to sort out its impact on the social, economic, and political evolution of the postwar period. That one can learn a great deal about a historical moment by more
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closely examining the politics of crime and punishment is not news to historians of the
nineteenth century, many of whom came to understand the post–Civil War South far bet-
ter after fleshing out its criminal justice system. Thanks to several pathbreaking studies it
came clear that southern whites responded to African American claims on freedom by
redefining crime and imprisoning unprecedented numbers of black men. It was also evi-
dent that their response revealed as much about the triumphs of capitalism, the failures
of Radical Reconstruction, and the successful machinations of the southern Democratic
party as it did about actual crime or even punishment in this region.

The way that Americans viewed and addressed crime was no less historically situated
and complex after the nineteenth century than it was during. Just as the American jus-
tice system changed dramatically in the wake of major historical revolutions such as the
abolition of slavery, so too did it metamorphize much later in the twentieth century as
the nation was further contested and transformed. This was particularly the case follow-
ing the 1960s, the decade of social activism and possibility that the historian Manning
Marable has aptly termed the “Second Reconstruction.” In the thirty-five years leading up
to and including the tumultuous 1960s, the number of Americans incarcerated in federal
and state prisons had increased by 52,249 people. In the subsequent thirty-five years that
group increased by 1,266,243. There is little question that such numbers both reflected
and shaped the history of postwar America.

It is not that historians of the twentieth-century United States have overlooked the
nation’s criminal justice system entirely. A number of new works have, for example, fur-
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thered our understanding of crime and criminality and have called needed attention to
the fact that ideas about both shifted substantially in the North between 1900 and 1945. Historians have also recently written riveting narrative accounts of the ways carceral in-
stitutions operated during the second half of the twentieth century. Overwhelmingly,
however, attempts to grapple with the broad impact of the postwar rise of the carceral
state have remained the preserve of journalists, legal scholars, criminologists, and other
social scientists. It is time for historians to think critically about mass incarceration and
begin to consider the reverberations of this never-before-seen phenomenon.5 Not only
can we revisit myriad archival collections to sort out what the rise of the carceral state re-
ally meant for postwar America, but we can also now draw from a wealth of data gener-
ated by the many governmental agencies that were connected to the justice system over
the last fifty years, as well as by an array of social scientists recently interested in criminal
justice issues.6 Investigative journalists can similarly provide invaluable information about
the ways people and places were affected by the rise of a more punitive and far-reaching
criminal justice system. Drawing from such a rich pool of traditional archival as well as
nonarchival materials and examining for the first time the broad impact of mass incar-
ceration gives historians an opportunity to reassess much that has been written about the
tumultuous evolution of the postwar period.

This essay will suggest, for example, that to understand why so many prosperous
American cities became centers of poverty and pessimism during the postwar period—to
fully locate the origins of urban crisis—we must reckon with the extent to which postwar
urban spaces were compromised by the mass incarceration of the later twentieth century.
Likewise, to make sense of why the American labor movement declined so dramatically
after the 1970s, we must explore the significant changes to the law and the economy that
accompanied mass incarceration—changes that directly and indirectly eroded the bar-
gaining power and economic security of America’s free-world work force. And finally,
if we hope to sort out why the politics of postwar liberalism waned over this period, we
must realize that the nation’s rightward shift had more to do with mass incarceration than
we have yet appreciated and less to do with rising crime rates and the political savvy of the
Republican party than we have long assumed.
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Mass Incarceration and the Origins of Urban Crisis

Historicizing mass incarceration can provide new perspectives on many of the questions that historians ask about the postwar period. One of the most central of these concerns why America’s inner cities came to suffer such crisis toward the end of the twentieth century. Right after World War II cities were, at least in the popular and commercial imagination, the lifeblood of the nation. A mere four decades later, however, few would have subscribed to that view. As the postwar period unfolded not only did numerous urban centers across the country suffer deep racial and political conflicts but these same cities also experienced tremendous distress from substantial economic disinvestment. By the twenty-first century too many urban enclaves had become synonymous with unrelenting and seemingly inescapable poverty. Eulogizing three of America’s largest cities, Los Angeles, New York, and Washington, D.C., one scholar wrote, “The future once happened here.”

Historians have not just lamented the death of inner-city America, they have also done a great deal of important work on the origins of its demise. Thomas Sugrue’s pivotal study of Detroit, for example, highlights the role that deindustrialization and white racial conservatism played in creating a crisis from which the city simply could not escape. Others, such as Matthew Lassiter, have pointed to the ways that mass suburbanization in the middle and later decades of the twentieth century also undermined urban America. All of these phenomena clearly mattered, but so did the postwar expansion of the carceral state and its eventual byproduct, mass incarceration.

The dramatic postwar rise of the carceral state depended directly on what might well be called the “criminalization of urban space,” a process by which increasing numbers of urban dwellers—overwhelmingly men and women of color—became subject to a growing number of laws that not only regulated bodies and communities in thoroughly new ways but also subjected violators to unprecedented time behind bars. In the same way that rural African American spaces were criminalized at the end of the Civil War, resulting in the record imprisonment of black men that undermined African American communities in the Reconstruction and Jim Crow–era South, the criminalization of urban spaces of color, in both the South and North, during and after the 1960s civil rights era fundamentally altered the social and economic landscape of the late twentieth- and early twenty-first-century United States.
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As Khalil Muhammad and Donna Murch have both pointed out, the focus of law enforcement on urban African Americans, which became a hallmark of the last third of the twentieth century, was rooted in much earlier decades. As Muhammad shows, northern social scientists throughout the Progressive Era were using census data to try to “prove” that blacks were inherently prone to criminality, and thus needed greater police scrutiny. He notes as well that such associations between blackness and crime only deepened as the twentieth century unfolded. One of the most important privileges that working-class whites gained as a result of being courted by, and included in, the New Deal liberal state, he argues, was a new claim on citizenship that finally rid them of many negative assumptions about their class position and thus tended to inoculate them from association with criminality. African Americans, who had been shut out of the New Deal’s largesse, however, were afforded neither equal citizenship nor the privilege of presumed honesty that came with it. In stark contrast to white working-class Americans, who increasingly claimed the mantle of crime victim over the course of the twentieth century, poor blacks were increasingly blamed for any crime problem America had. As Murch also shows clearly, by the first decades of the postwar period, much of white America had come to see the presence of African Americans, and their concentration in inner cities in particular, as inherently threatening and it advocated policing them accordingly.

By the late 1960s, however, with African Americans across the country actively laying claim to equal citizenship, the urban spaces in which they lived were soon criminalized to an unprecedented extent. One of the most important mechanisms by which urban spaces were newly criminalized after the civil rights sixties was a revolution in drug legislation. The state of New York started this revolution by passing a series of new drug laws in 1973. These laws were somewhat ironically named after the then-governor Nelson Rockefeller, who had actually long favored a rehabilitative approach to his state’s drug problem. In 1971, however, Rockefeller faced a major civil rights challenge to this authority—one that fundamentally changed his outlook on those who had committed and led him to embrace more punitive measures for dealing with all lawbreakers, including those who used and sold illegal drugs.

By the end of the 1960s Rockefeller had already witnessed countless grassroots protests in his state and, when a massive rebellion of over twelve hundred mostly African American inmates began at New York’s Attica State Correctional Facility in the fall of 1971, he decided that the time had come to take a hard line and rethink how he had been handling
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New York City’s “fringe elements”—whether inmates, activists, or addicts. Determined to show conservatives in his party that he was tough on crime, Rockefeller not only chose to put down the Attica rebellion with deadly force but he publicly committed himself to certain “enduring principles” such as society’s need for law and order. According to Rockefeller there was a clear “moral responsibility confronting a leader in moments of crisis”: to uphold the law and make it clear that those who committed crimes in his state would not be coddled. As the Rockefeller staffer Joe Persico put it in a speech he drafted for the governor mere days after the retaking of Attica, “Once the orderly structure of society is breached, where does it end?”

As a result of the decision in New York to draw a line in the sand vis-à-vis drugs in the mid-1970s, the state’s prison population soared. By the 1990s, 32.2 percent of inmates in New York’s prisons were locked up for drug offenses, and significantly, the majority of them hailed from the state’s most urban enclaves. In fact, New York’s urban spaces were so impacted by drug legislation in the last decades of the twentieth century that by the new millennium 66 percent of the prisoners who filled the state’s vast prison system had been arrested in, and were from, New York City.

By the close of the twentieth century, New York–style drug laws had been implemented across the nation, and the incarceration rate of inner-city dwellers everywhere escalated dramatically. While in 1970 there had been only 322,300 drug-related arrests in the United States, in 2000 that figure was 1,375,600, and again, the majority of those taken into custody came from inner cities. There were eventually more Detroiter under correctional supervision than there were holding union jobs in the city’s auto plants.

Law enforcement not only disproportionately targeted cities in its new war on drugs but it also particularly policed the communities of color within them; this, despite extensive and readily available data that these areas were not where most drug trafficking and usage took place. As studies done by the National Institute on Drug Abuse and the National Household Survey on Drug Abuse noted in 2000, not only did “white students use cocaine at seven times the rate of black students, use crack cocaine at eight times the rate of black students,” but whites


between the ages of twelve and seventeen were also “more than a third more likely to have sold illegal drugs than African American youth.” In the 1980s alone, however, African Americans’ “share” of drug crimes jumped from 26.9 percent to 46.0 percent, and arrested black juveniles “were 37 percent more likely to be transferred to adult courts, where they faced tougher sanctions.” If convicted, African Americans of every age “were more likely than whites to be committed to prison instead of jail, and they were more likely to receive longer sentences.”

As much as criminalizing drugs impacted urban America in general, and poor neighborhoods of color in particular, both spaces were also disproportionately affected after 1970 by an overhaul of state and federal sentencing guidelines related to drug convictions. Notably, the nation’s drug laws were “not passed in isolation”: one of the first major bills calling for mandatory minimum sentences at the federal level was introduced in the U.S. Senate in 1976, followed by similar bills at the state level. Over the next twenty-five years prison terms across the country lengthened substantially. Between the 1980s and the 1990s “the chances of receiving a prison sentence following arrest increased by more than 50 percent” and “the average length of sentences served increas[ed] by nearly 40 percent.”


Not only did possession of various illegal drugs eventually guarantee decades behind bars, but so did mere association with people who possessed such contraband. In 1978, for example, Michigan passed a “650 lifer law,” which mandated a life sentence for anyone found guilty of the intent to deliver 650 grams or more of cocaine. By 1999 this law had resulted in two hundred people receiving a life sentence with no chance of parole—some of whom had not had drugs in their possession but were simply in proximity to someone who did. Indicative of how widespread punitive sentencing practices had become during the later twentieth century, by the new millennium “thirty-three states had abolished limited parole (up from seventeen in 1980), twenty-four states had introduced three strikes laws (up from zero), and forty states had introduced truth-in-sentencing laws (up from three).” The cost of implementing mandatory minimum sentences eventually put a serious financial strain on public coffers, and politicians around the country began proposing reforms. In 2009 there were nevertheless more adult Americans serving life sentences (140,610) than at any other time in the country’s history, and nineteen states had recently passed laws that also allowed minors to be sentenced to life without the possibility of parole.18

Increasingly punitive laws and sentencing affected more than just those accused of committing deeds long agreed to be illegal in America’s cities. By the close of the twentieth century, actions that had earlier not garnered the attention of the nation’s criminal justice apparatus were netting serious sanctions. This played out most clearly in the nation's urban school districts beginning in the late 1960s. Youth challenges to racial inequality had escalated throughout that decade, targeting numerous civic institutions, including in secondary schools. In response, school district officials across the country not only embraced more punitive policies but also began employing security staffs to enforce them.19

Throughout the 1960s Baltimore City Schools had experienced a great deal of civil rights activism, and in 1967 district officers decided to bring in a law enforcement presence of twenty-one officers. During the 1970s, and in no small part through resources made available to the city district from the federal Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974, Baltimore City Schools, and other districts like it, dramatically increased the policing of their schools. By 1984 Baltimore had concluded that “security” was an insufficient descriptor for the level of policing it had come to expect of its school officers, so it created the Baltimore School Police Force, which was given additional, unprecedented power in 1991. The Maryland General Assembly determined that year that...
school police officers would be given the same training and be as heavily armed as all
other law enforcement personnel in the state.20

The process of criminalizing urban space via urban schools continued into the twenty-
first century. The school district of New York City eventually had “the tenth largest police
force in the country—larger than the police forces of Washington, D.C., Detroit, Boston,
or Las Vegas.” It employed 4,625 school safety agents and stationed two hundred armed
police officers in school buildings. As the law-and-order presence grew in city schools
across the nation, students were increasingly subject to police scrutiny for infractions
ranging from fighting to having food in class, carrying cell phones, skipping classes, and
throwing temper tantrums. The subsequent dramatic rise of “arrests for minor noncrimi-
nal violations of school rules” in inner-city America not only disrupted urban learning
environments but also ensured that the incarcerated population of America’s big cities
would become increasingly younger.21
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Law enforcement more aggressively targeted adult urbanites who committed petty crimes and violated social norms over the course of the postwar period as well. Acts that had before resulted in misdemeanor citations at worst or, more usually, public scorn, could be considered serious criminal matters by the close of the twentieth century. Whether in the inner cities of southern states or the Midwest, or on the public transportation systems of major northeastern urban hubs, by the close of the twentieth century the list of illegal activities included urinating in public, sleeping outside, begging for food, and consuming food on the train. A 1968 Supreme Court decision, *Terry v. Ohio*, had made it much easier for members of law enforcement to “stop and detain someone when, based on their experience, they have a ‘reasonable suspicion’ that ‘criminal activity may be afoot.’” This legal green light, together with civic governments’ overall new enthusiasm for so-called quality-of-life policing initiatives and zero tolerance policies, escalated the policing of nonviolent urbanite behaviors in the later decades of the twentieth century. In 2006 alone the New York Police Department “stopped and frisked” over half a million men and women.22

It is significant that law enforcement bodies of the later postwar period focused their attention overwhelmingly on urban spaces. Although scholars are now well versed in the devastating effect of white flight on postwar inner cities—severely draining them of both census population and income—they have underappreciated the extent to which escalating incarceration rates did this as well. As a Columbia University study of incarceration in the boroughs of New York City found, “Like poverty, incarceration is spatially concentrated; much more than is crime,” indicating clearly that the greater the incarceration rate a given city experienced, the less possibility there was that it could remain socially stable and economically vibrant. By the close of the twentieth century Detroit sent more citizens to prison than any other city in Michigan, and the percentage of Detroit families living below the poverty line was also more than 72 percent higher than the state average. As one local paper put it: “The community lost the resources of its young men because so many are jailed.”

The criminalization of urban space and the imposition of lengthy prison terms not only rendered an increasing percentage of urbanites unable to contribute to the cities where they grew up, but it also made it difficult for them to provide for the dependents they left behind. According to the Bureau of Justice Statistics, at the close of the twentieth century, “state and federal prisoners were parents to 1,498,800 children under age 18.” By 2002 one in every forty-five minor children had at least one parent in a state or federal prison, and by 2008 “52% of state inmates and 63% of federal inmates reported having an estimated 1,706,600 minor children”—the majority of whom were under the age of ten. That women eventually became the fastest growing population in the nation’s jails and prisons only exacerbated the crisis faced by America’s cities because so many of them were mothers no longer able to care for their young children still at home. One such child particularly haunted Nell Bernstein, a journalist who conducted detailed interviews about the effects of parental incarceration in the 1990s:

I asked him how he had come to be in foster care. He told me that one day the police came to his house and took his mother—he never found out why—and left him at 9-years-old alone with a baby brother. . . . This kid spent two weeks alone, giving his brother a bottle, changing his brother’s diaper. And he remembered that every day, his mother used to take them out for a walk, so every day, he got out the


stroller and took his brother down the street in the stroller. And finally after two weeks of this, somebody noticed and made a phone call.

The increasing imprisonment of “women who are nonbiological caretakers of dependent children [and] women who are arrested while raising their younger siblings, nieces, and nephews, or children in their extended social network” also adversely impacted inner-city kids.24

Even when inner-city residents got out of prison and returned to their urban communities their status as formerly incarcerated still negatively impacted their children as well as the inner cities in which they lived. When men and women returned to cities such as Detroit or Brooklyn, the first thing they needed was a job to support themselves and their dependents. As a study of several of America’s largest cities revealed in 1996, however, a majority of employers “would not knowingly hire an ex-offender.” Several studies indicate that the formerly incarcerated could have their employment options reduced by as much as 59 percent and, if hired, their annual income reduced by as much as 28 percent, and their hourly wages reduced by as much as 19 percent. The nation’s welfare system failed to mitigate much of this post-incarceration poverty because, after passage of the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996, offenders with drug-related felonies were saddled with “a lifetime ban on eligibility for TANF [Temporary Assistance for Needy Families] . . . and food stamps.” Even when the formerly incarcerated still qualified for federal and state aid, there was increasingly less to receive over the course of the later postwar period. Almost a decade before the Clinton administration chose to “end welfare as we know it” in the mid-1990s, expenditures on incarceration had already “surpassed AFDC [Aid to Families with Dependent Children] by 130 percent and food stamps by 70 percent.”25

Mass incarceration also eroded inner-city viability in ways less obvious than reducing urbanites’ incomes and compromising their access to needed welfare resources. The fact that one in ten children in America had one or both parents under correctional supervision by the first decade of the twenty-first century and the reality that such parents heralded so disproportionately from the nation’s urban centers, for example, had vast implications for the educational possibilities of even those city kids who had no connection whatever to the criminal justice system. Such statistics meant that most teachers and


students in America's urban classrooms would have to contend to some degree with the social and economic fallout of mass incarceration. As one expert put it, “children of prisoners often suffer from anxiety and attention disorders, or from post-traumatic stress,” and the negative behavioral and learning consequences that came from so many kids just having lost “their homes, their safety, their public status and private self-image, their primary source of comfort and affection” affected everyone.26

Similarly, urbanites who had never served time behind bars also had to deal with the negative public health consequences of mass incarceration. According to research scientists, by the close of the twentieth century human immunodeficiency virus/acquired immune deficiency syndrome (HIV/AIDS) was “up to five times more prevalent in American prisons than in the general population,” and given that the majority of inmates were eventually released to urban centers, numerous city residents were eventually at a higher risk for contracting the virus. With prison overcrowding leading to major outbreaks of tuberculosis in penal facilities across the country, inner-city dwellers were also at an increased risk of exposure to a disease that only decades earlier had been virtually eliminated. According to one scholar, “Several of the worst outbreaks of tuberculosis documented in the United States” (such as a 1989 “epidemic of drug-resistant tuberculosis in New York City” that took “more than a billion dollars” to bring to an end) had “their roots in overcrowded prisons and jails.”27

For America’s inner cities, then, the rise of a massive carceral state in the later postwar period had devastating short-term and long-term consequences. Because of mass incarceration, for example, entire urban neighborhoods had atrophied to the point of collapse by the close of the twentieth century. Of all the prisoners released to Wayne County, Michigan, in the year 2000, a full 41 percent returned to only eight particularly devastated zip codes in the city of Detroit. Entire blocks in the New York City borough of Brooklyn were similarly ravaged by mass incarceration, and they too had become, by the new millennium, little more than boarded up wastelands. Soon such urban spaces had a name: “million-dollar blocks,” a reference to what it cost taxpayers to house the former inhabitants of these inner-city areas in the nation’s penitentiaries.28
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As the postwar period wore on, America’s urban centers were increasingly trapped in a vicious cycle of imprisonment and want, one that both undergirded and ensured civic distress: mass incarceration increased poverty, increased urban poverty led to even more urban incarceration, and so on. According to analysts, as many as 70 percent of the children whose parents were imprisoned at the close of the twentieth century would end up behind bars themselves, and African American children were more than eight times more likely to have a parent in prison than were white children in major cities such as Chicago. Therefore, to understand the origins of urban crisis in the postwar United States (in its myriad manifestations ranging from population loss to escalating poverty to a compromised educational system to poor public health to the ever-widening racial divide) historians must look much more closely at how the American justice system evolved after the 1960s, in general, and at the implications of mass incarceration for urbanites, in particular. Mass incarceration was not simply, as the sociologist Loïc Wacquant suggests, “a political response to the collapse of the ghetto.” It was a historical phenomenon that—like deindustrialization and white flight—*itself* caused crisis and collapse in America’s inner cities.

**Mass Incarceration and the Decline of the American Labor Movement**

Just as historians have overlooked key connections between the dramatic post-1960s rise in the American prison population and the crisis that subsequently befell U.S. inner cities, so too have we been slow to recognize the ways this turn to mass incarceration adversely impacted the American labor movement and the workers it sought to represent in the later postwar period. Just as the South’s economy was transformed, and its workers directly affected, when the leaders of that region embraced a more punitive labor system and locked up unprecedented numbers of African Americans right after the Civil War, so did the national economy, and the American working class as a whole, feel the reverberations of the post–civil rights sixties turn to mass incarceration. In both periods there were important links between the criminalization of space—specifically spaces of color—and calls by the government and private business for unfettered access to a prison labor force. In both eras, when private and public employers managed to secure, and then began to regularly exploit, an unfree labor force, the American labor movement was undermined, the economic security of the free-world working class was compromised, and income as well as racial inequality was actively exacerbated.

The American labor movement’s rise to a position of power and prominence remains a central event of the twentieth century. From the earliest days of industrialization, working people struggled to improve the conditions under which they labored as well as to increase their share of the profits extracted from their toil. Although workers made slow progress in this effort during the first couple of decades of the twentieth century, by the 1930s they had forged a powerful labor movement. By the early postwar period that movement had dramatically improved the standard of living and the nature of work.
across the United States. Toward the end of the century, however, such labor gains were in serious jeopardy. Whereas union density was at an all-time high soon after World War II, with 35 percent of the nation’s work force in a labor union in 1954, by the early 1980s only 20.1 percent were unionized, by 2001 that figure was only 13.5 percent, and by 2008, it was only 8 percent.30

That the American labor movement declined dramatically in the latter third of the twentieth century is well known, and thanks to historians such as Nelson Lichtenstein, Judith Stein, Jefferson Cowie, and others we already know a great deal about why this vital postwar institution lost so much power so precipitously.31 Ill-fated bargains with management, union infighting, deindustrialization, and globalization all substantially undermined the postwar labor movement. The dramatic post-1960s rise of the carceral state, however, and, more specifically, the elimination of key restrictions on the use of prison labor as prison populations soared, also figure into this story.

As scholars of convict leasing in the nineteenth-century South have made clear, prisons have long been some of the most exploitative workplaces in America, and thus, the fate of American workers and the history of the American justice system are inexorably linked. Although most people associate convict labor with the nineteenth century and with the South, it bears mention that throughout American history northern penal institutions were also sites of serious convict labor exploitation. As the historian Rebecca McLennan points out, “by the end of the Civil War almost all Northern and Western state prisons were . . . contracting or leasing out the labor of the majority of their prisoners to private interests, and prison contractors were commonly enjoying annual profit margins of upwards of twice their costs.” Until the mid-twentieth century, free-world employers had ready access to convict labor, and that cheap labor was so important to the American economy that politicians from both the South and North went to extraordinary lengths to ensure that penal institutions met the needs of private companies.32

Free-world workers paid dearly for the ability of private companies and states to so easily use prison labor and sell prison-made goods. As the American Federation of Labor put it in 1928, “The manufacture and sale of commodities produced by convict labor in competition with free labor is a menace to working men and women.” Eventually, however, such unfair competition “began to rouse those free workers directly affected to act.” That activism, particularly during the Great Depression and early New Deal, successfully pressured government officials to institute meaningful restrictions on private employers’ use of prison labor as well as on the ability of state and federal prison industries to sell prison-made goods across state lines or in the free-world marketplace.33


Laws such as the Hawes-Cooper Act of 1929, the Ashurst-Sumners Act of 1935, and the Walsh-Healey Act of 1936 went a long way toward protecting the American labor movement and allowing it to flourish during and after World War II. This body of legislation did not eradicate prison labor altogether, however. To an important extent the New Deal actually formalized and legitimated the practice of prison labor with the creation of the Federal Prison Industries (fpi) in 1934. Thanks to the fpi, state and federal prisons forever after were in the business of manufacturing clothing, furniture, and other items, albeit only for sale to fellow state and federal government agencies. While New Deal regulations had largely barred private employers from using inmate labor and had blocked the sale of prison-made goods to private interests and across state lines, the federal government and the states in the postwar period were still able to force inmates to work for little or no pay, often under terrible conditions.34

The continued use of prison labor during and after the New Deal did not go unchecked, however. Although free-world workers took little interest in what went on behind prison walls once they managed to secure solid restrictions on the private employer use of convict labor, inmates regularly mobilized to resist their own exploitation. According to the New York Times, such prisoner resistance to poor working and living conditions made 1952 “the most explosive year in American prison history.” The riots and strikes of that year only continued, making 1953 equally volatile, with inmates in even the nation’s smallest jails launching sit-downs. In the history of strikes in postwar America this is definitely a missing chapter. Between the 1940s and the early 1970s American prisoners time and again resisted justice officials’ efforts to have their way with a captive work force.35

Although the inmate strikes of the postwar period rarely netted tangible gains (largely because such protests were met with massive force), this activism was nevertheless threatening to corrections officials. Particularly by the late 1960s, as African American demands for better working conditions were growing louder in the workplaces of the nation’s cities as well as its prisons, state and local authorities began clamping down on dissent in both arenas with increased determination.36

Just as the federal government and numerous state legislatures were interested in overhauling criminal laws after the 1960s to strengthen law enforcement’s hand in the wake of the civil rights movement, correctional administrators were also looking to reinforce their authority.37

of much civil rights agitation on city streets, so were they also interested in ridding the books of laws that regulated prison labor to strengthen the economic position of both government and business after inmate activism increasingly rocked penal workplaces. At the federal level this meant passing a series of laws in 1979 that dramatically weakened New Deal-era restrictions on the sale of prison-made goods and the use of prison labor.37

37 For the act that undid prohibitions against prison labor and, via its Prison Enhancement Programs, allowed outside business to contract with penal institutions for workers and to sell such prison-made goods across state lines, see Justice System Improvement Act of 1979, Pub. L. No. 96-157, 18 U.S.C. 1761(c) and 41 U.S.C. 35. Gwen Smith Ingley, “Inmate Labor: Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow,” Corrections Today, 58 (Feb. 1996), 28, 30, 77; Rob-
This legislative shift had been realized thanks to a mobilization of conservatives desiring greater "privatization of government services" in the early 1970s, as well as to the forging of new partnerships between federal entities such as the National Institute of Justice and the National Institute of Corrections in the same decade. Groups of businessmen had also begun agitating at the state level to gain access to penal work forces. In Oregon, for example, a "consortium, representing businesses in the saw mill, real estate, hospitality, and medical supply industries" came together to change state laws that regulated their access to prison labor. Notably, this group had already "backed virtually all of the most aggressively antilabor proposals of the past decade." Thanks to such employer activism, in the last five years of the twentieth century thirty-six states granted private companies complete access to prison labor.38

As long-standing regulations on prison labor were substantially amended or eliminated in the latter third of the twentieth century, the American economy was also transformed. Not only were scores of new alliances created between prisons and private employers at the federal level, but the work already being done by prisoners in state facilities increased dramatically, both because the government began asking them to produce an ever greater number of products for sale to the private sector and because there had been an explosion of new contracts between private companies and state prisons that allowed for the leasing out of these convicts to perform jobs previously done by free-world workers. By the close of the twentieth century Supreme Court justice Warren Burger's 1985 wish to transform prisons into "factories with fences" had been fulfilled, with over 80,000 inmates holding "traditional jobs, working for government or private companies and earning 25 cents to $7 an hour."39

Many policy analysts and other social scientists of the later twentieth century resisted the notion that employers' re-embrace of unfree labor negatively affected the free-world


working class. One prominent group of economists, for example, decided that the utilization of prison labor had had a “minimal impact” primarily because prison labor “could never make a significant impact on the Gross Domestic Product.” Significantly, this exact argument had been made in the nineteenth century. As one article stated in 1879, “A good deal is being made . . . of what is called ‘the ruinous competition of convict labor with honest industry’ [but] the actual competition is not very great,” both because the Bureau of Labor Statistics “estimates the value of their production at less than one per cent of the total production of the country” and because “prison labor is by far less efficient than free labor.” There was, however, abundant evidence in both eras to suggest that those who assessed the impact of prison labor may well have defined economic “harm” too narrowly. As the Industrial Commission on Labor admitted in 1900, “While the products of prison labor are not sufficient to sensibly affect the general markets of the country, there is no doubt that in particular localities these products do come into injurious competition with those of outside labor.” A report issued by the Illinois Bureau of Labor Statistics concurred: “The plea is advanced by the apologists for existing systems that the percentage of prison products compared with the entire country is so small as to not be injurious. This idea is completely erroneous . . . Illinois . . . sustained the complete loss of one industry in consequence of the ruinous competition of prison labor.”

There was clear evidence that free-world wages had been cut and jobs had been eliminated as a result of prison labor in the later postwar period as well. Free-world workers who made circuit boards at Lockhart Technologies in Austin, Texas, for example, found themselves unemployed in the mid-1990s because their company figured out that it was more cost-effective to reopen in a private prison thirty miles away. The prison had designed a facility to the company's specifications and charged it rent of only $1.00 per year. In that same decade a major hospital in Eugene, Oregon, “canceled its contract with a unionized linen service to redirect the work to a prison laundry,” while a recycling plant in Georgia laid off its free-world employees so that it could replace “them with prison laborers from a nearby women’s prison.” Konica Corporation was also drawn to prison labor and eventually gave its copier repair jobs to workers behind bars, because it could pay them between 35 and 47 cents an hour. As the Ohio Civil Service Employees Association, which represented laid-off workers whose jobs had gone to prisoners in that state, put it, “These aren’t phantom jobs—these are real jobs, real people.”

Prison labor was attractive to American employers for more reasons than lower wages; they also did not have to deal with sick days, unemployment insurance, or workman’s compensation claims, and they had few liability worries when it came to toxins or accidents in prison workplaces. Conditions were soon so bad in some prison workplaces that the health of guards and inmates alike suffered. Indeed, when complaints finally led to an investigation of a computer recycling operation within several federal prisons, Occupational Safety and Health Administration inspectors found “no evidence that actions were taken to prevent exposure to lead at the outset in the chip recovery process” and further that “no medical exams (including physical examinations) are done on inmates.” That employers could dodge safety regulations in prison shops undermined the free-world working class as significantly as did wage competition. In short, because prisoners were unable to demand decent working conditions, and employers saved a substantial amount of money on health and safety protections when they hired them, workers in the free world also found it increasingly difficult to insist upon a safe workplace for fear of losing their jobs.

Crime clearly paid, at least for some actors in the American economy. Regaining access to prison labor in the later decades of the twentieth century was not the only way that


business interests profited from the expansion of the carceral state. They also struck gold when it came to building and managing prisons. Indicative of how lucrative the expansion of the carceral state could be, by 2007 Colorado was paying out “almost 95 million dollars a year in taxpayer money to corporate jailers,” and one of the nation’s eighteen private-sector, for-profit, prison-building and management companies, Corrections Corporation of America, posted “revenues of over $1.4 billion” that year. Crime, and more precisely mass incarceration, also meant major profits for companies that could provide prison goods and services—items ranging from telephones to tampons and tasers. During the later postwar period, annual meetings of the American Correctional Association became little more than trade shows where for-profit firms hawked their goods and services. Whether a business sold bricks and mortar, or barbed wire, or uniforms, or beds, or sophisticated architectural plans for more secure penal facilities, the carceral state was a boon. As Irving Lingo, the chief financial officer for Corrections Corporation of America put it in 2006, “Our core business touches so many things—security, medicine, education, food service, maintenance, technology—that it presents a unique opportunity for any number of vendors to do business with us.”

The benefits of mass incarceration were also obvious to employers who saw prison expansion as an antidote to the shrinking migrant labor pool of the later postwar period. From Maryland’s crab industry to farms in states such as Colorado, employers flocked to prisoner-workers when their access to cheap immigrant labor began to dry up. Indeed, prisons and the labor they could provide were touted as more lucrative than moving operations to maquiladoras or sweatshops. As one study for the National Institute of Justice put it, “inmates represent a readily available and dependable source of entry-level labor that is a cost-effective alternative to work forces found in Mexico, the Caribbean Basin, Southeast Asia, and the Pacific Rim countries.” Such marketing did not escape the notice of the American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees, which grimly summed up the situation in 1992: “Convict labor is thus used to directly compete with organized labor and drive down wages.” Even in federal prisons where private companies were required to pay “wages at a rate which is not less than that paid for work of a similar nature in the locality,” unions quickly realized that “employers often do not comply with the prevailing wage requirement of the law.”


While mass incarceration undercut the postwar gains of the American labor movement by dampening the wages of all free-world workers, it particularly eroded the economic standing of African Americans. Even though many thought that “the wage gap between black and white young men” had narrowed substantially over the postwar period, the disproportionate incarceration of African Americans not only hid black unemployment and thus masked real income inequality but it also ensured that such inequality would deepen over time since blacks faced a more severe “wage penalty” than whites when they were finally freed.\textsuperscript{45} Not only did black men find less work than white men when they tried to reenter the free-world labor force, but when they did secure employment their hourly wages were at least “10 percent lower after prison than before.”\textsuperscript{46}

Mass incarceration also widened the income gap between white and black Americans because the infrastructure of the carceral state was located disproportionately in all-white rural communities. The Adirondack district of upstate New York only had two prisons in the early 1970s, but by the late 1990s it had eighteen correctional facilities and another under construction. Republican state senator Ronald Stafford had worked hard to secure these many new penal institutions because his district—formally a vibrant mining, logging, dairy farming, and manufacturing area—endured a per capita income “40 percent lower than the state’s average.” Seeking similar economic relief, the small midwestern town of Ionia, Michigan, eventually housed six state prisons, and the state of California, which had built only twelve prisons between 1852 and 1964, built twenty-three more after 1984.\textsuperscript{47}

Whenever a prison came to a rural white community it certainly created jobs, and given that a corrections officer’s salary could be 50 percent higher than that paid to most other unskilled workers, this expansion of the carceral state had the potential to benefit key segments of America’s white working class. By 2006 the department of corrections had become California’s “largest state agency,” employing 54,000 people; across the nation as a whole, state, federal, and private penal facilities were employing more people than any Fortune 500 company. Not only did whites enjoy new employment options with the boom in prison growth but areas that received new penal facilities also reaped other less obvious benefits simply because prisoners inflated the region’s population. In 1990, when the presence of a large prison artificially boosted the census population of Coxsackie, New York, by 27.5 percent, its recorded median income dropped substantially from what it had been in the previous census year. As a result, the overwhelmingly white resident population became “eligible to receive more funding from the federal Department of Housing and Urban Development,” such as that which came from Community Development Block Grants.\textsuperscript{48}


\textsuperscript{48} Gilmore, Golden Gulag, 10; Leonhardt, “As Prison Labor Grows, So Does the Debate.” Huling, “Building a Prison Economy in Rural America,” 211.
While there is no question that whites benefited disproportionately from the rise in income that the expansion of the carceral state had produced, these gains did not offset the broad and deep economic losses that their communities had in fact experienced as a result of mass incarceration. Although corrections-commissioned studies sold the idea that rural outposts and small towns had much to gain from expanding the carceral state, those locales benefited far less than they had hoped. In Corcoran, California, for example, corrections officials had promised local residents that their town would prosper and “gain more than 950 people in 353 households” if they built a prison. Ultimately, however, “fewer than 10 percent of the jobs at the prison were filled by Corcoran residents,” and the city’s housing vacancy rate, which, at the height of a major economic depression in 1977, had been 3.31 percent, rose to 7.5 percent by 1989.49

Not only were there fewer jobs for “low-wage workers in struggling rural areas” than had been promised, but the meager gains in employment they did secure were often undercut by the fact that the other local employers with jobs that did need filling were, ironically, turning to prison labor rather than to the resident white labor pool. In short, when cities such as Coxsackie wanted community centers painted, blacktop sealed, or other projects done “for local government, churches, hospitals, [and] libraries,” the many white residents who needed those jobs simply could not compete with area inmates who could be paid “an industrial rate which amounts to 42 cents an hour.” As one study of rural prison towns by the policy analyst Tracy Huling concludes, “local governments and other organizations save money on work they would otherwise have had to contract out to workers at a prevailing wage, prison labor may result in displacement of workers in these communities and can deepen local poverty.”50

Ultimately, then, although white workers were able to benefit from the expansion of the carceral state in ways that black workers could not, prison employment never came close to replacing the living wages and decent benefits that U.S. workers had enjoyed before the turn to mass incarceration. When workers in the coal mining region of southern Appalachia, for example, lined up for the jobs that the nine state and three federal prisons in their region might provide, none could expect anywhere near the wages they had enjoyed as miners and members of the United Mineworkers Union of America.51 The carceral state had given even those workers who enjoyed the privilege of whiteness, those workers whose race had afforded them at least a small slice of the carceral pie, far less than they had before, either as union members or as mere beneficiaries of organized labor’s ability to set higher wage standards across the nation.

Although scholars still await the sufficiently complex data that will allow them to ascertain the exact toll that the later twentieth-century re-embrace of prison labor had on the American working class, the history of the American justice system and the history of the American economy are clearly intertwined in ways worthy of historians’ attention. Why did unions such as the United Auto Workers lose so many members in the latter decades of the twentieth century? Why did so many service-sector workers become unemployed in this same period? These questions simply cannot be answered without reckoning with the fact that federal prisons were, by the 1990s, “making $150 million in automobile parts” and were also newly allowed to sell services “to the private commercial sector.”52 To

50 Huling, “Building a Prison Economy in Rural America,” 203, 204, 204, 211.
51 Ibid., 199.
be sure, organized labor found it almost impossible to withstand the deleterious effects of deindustrialization and globalization in the postwar period, but mass incarceration also mattered to the fate of the American labor movement in this era.53

Mass Incarceration and the Rise of the Right in Postwar America

As the historian Lawrence Friedman reminds us, “the history of criminal justice is not only the history of the forms of rewards and punishment,” it is also “a history of power.”54 Thus, from a more careful examination of postwar justice, policy historians can not only learn more about why cities and workers lost significant power during the later twentieth century but we also can gain needed new perspective on why political power shifted the way that it did in that same period. More specifically, we are given an opportunity to think in completely new ways about why the politics of postwar liberalism—the political ethos that had dominated the nation since the 1930s—became so overshadowed by the politics of conservatism as the twentieth century came to a close.

Although there is widespread agreement among historians of the period that postwar liberals and the Democratic party lost significant ideological and policy ground to the Right during the latter part of the twentieth century, there is little consensus regarding why this happened. One influential argument, however, is that Americans moved rightward in response to rising crime rates and an increasing feeling among the nation’s working-class and middle-class taxpayers that the Democratic party simply did not take this threat seriously. The writers Thomas Edsall and Mary Edsall made this case forcefully in their 1992 study of American politics, *Chain Reaction*. According to the Edsalls, a clearly identifiable “chain of events” in the 1960s led “a substantial segment of the American electorate to the right,” and a critical link in this chain was the “abrupt rise in rates of black crime.” Writing in 2007, the historian Michael Flamm also emphasized the pivotal role played by white working-class and middle-class concern “over street crime, urban riots, and political demonstrations” in the transformation of postwar politics. Their anxiety, he argued, was “at fever pitch” in the 1960s, and thus “the liberal defeat was virtually inevitable.”55

There are elements of this argument that are valuable. This scholarship has, for example, deftly captured the deep-seated fears of many Americans in this period, and without question, perception was important to the evolution of postwar political ideology and party practice. But perception was not necessarily reality, and historians must more care-

---

fully examine how the politics of crime and punishment played out in the postwar period to determine that reality.56 A closer look at the politics of crime and punishment in the latter third of the twentieth century reveals that, somewhat ironically, historians have failed to historicize “crime” sufficiently and, as a result, they have missed the extent to which mass incarceration, rather than crime, undergirded the Right’s rise to power in the later postwar period.

From one perspective Americans might have had good reason to fear for their safety as the 1960s unfolded. Whereas the national homicide rate was 5.5 per 100,000 in 1965, by 1968 it had risen to 7.3 per 100,000. What is more, this increase followed decades of remarkably stable crime rates overall. The nation’s citizenry was not, however, experiencing a crime wave, and even this sort of jump in the murder rate cannot explain Americans’ turn away from the Democratic party and their embrace of law and order. Certainly, the 1968 murder rate of 7.3 per 100,000 was significant, but in 1921 it had been 8.1 per 100,000 and in 1933 it had been 9.7 per 100,000. Furthermore, in major cities such as Detroit, substantially fewer murders were committed in 1965 than a decade earlier. In fact, if one looks at the entire twentieth century, it is clear that Americans of the mid-1960s—the years when the crime issue first took center stage in national political discourse—were experiencing the lowest homicide rate since 1910.57

Still, crime rates did begin a steady upward rise in the latter years of the 1960s. It is important, however, to take a much closer look at the crime statistics of America’s largest cities for those years because the way that cities counted crime changed dramatically in the second half of the 1960s. After 1965, thanks to a new federal commitment to fighting crime, local law enforcement could net substantial infusions of money and equipment by demonstrating that crime was on the rise in their area. Significantly, when crime rates began to inch up in Detroit in the later 1960s, even the city’s mayor admitted that “new methods of counting crime” had played an important role in “distorting the size of the increase.”58

Not only were Americans less likely to be murdered in the 1960s than they had been in earlier decades, but they were more likely to be murdered after the nation began funding a more punitive law-and-order state. By creating urban crises and by undercutting gains made by the American working class, mass incarceration had created a greater crime problem in America. Prisons not only impoverished people, leading them to commit more
crimes of necessity, but they also made people more violent and antisocial. Not surprisingly then, the homicide rate jumped from 6.8 per 100,000 in 1967, when Lyndon B. Johnson was heading into his last year in office, to 10.5 per 100,000 in 1991, after more than a decade of solidly conservative rule, a thorough retreat from the liberal welfare state, and the unprecedented buildup of the carceral state. Moreover, while the violent crime rate in 1965 was 200.2 per 100,000, it grew to 556.6 in 1985 and to 684.6 in 1995.59

Even if crime did not become a serious problem in America until much later in the twentieth century, and even if voters in the sixties were, as the sociologist David Garland suggests, actually reacting more to media hype and their own racial paranoia than to real threats to their safety, crime was nevertheless much on their minds. Contrary to scholarly claims that the Democratic party failed to “forthrightly acknowledge” Americans’

concern with crime, however, liberal leaders did not bury their heads in the sand on this issue.60 Despite the fact that the crime rate was rather unremarkable compared with that of previous decades, Democratic politicians at the local and national levels focused substantial attention on the issue; they not only took great pains to speak to constituent fears about safety but they also fueled them.

President Johnson tackled the issue of crime head on when he spoke to Congress and the nation in March 1965, insisting that “streets must be safe” and that “homes and places of business must be secure.” As important, he assured the public that he saw “the preservation of law and order” as “one of the most legitimate functions of government.” A year later he again faced the nation, passionately acknowledging that “the fear of crime marks the life of every American” and that such fear made law-abiding citizens “afraid to walk city streets by night or public parks by day.” Liberal governors and mayors also took pains to empathize with the public’s fear of crime and to assure their constituents that they too were deeply concerned that the nation had entered “a new era” of criminality. Notably, such leaders did much more than simply recognize citizen concern that the country was becoming less safe. As early as 1965, Michigan’s Democratic party was endorsing important crime-fighting measures, and it helped pass a major state law that was crafted specifically to provide for additional costs in criminal cases; to provide for the establishment of

60 As David Garland points out, the public was making decisions not based on “crime itself, or even to the officially recorded rates,” but rather on the ways “crime [was] typically represented [in the media] and the collective representations that these media establish[ed] over time.” Garland, *Culture of Control*, 158. Edsall and Edsall, *Chain Reaction*, 55.
the law enforcement officers training fund; and to provide for disbursement of allocations from the law enforcement officers training fund to local agencies of government participating in a police training program.” With such legislation the party made it clear that that it was committed to providing cities with the resources they needed to combat crime effectively.

The commitment to fighting criminality with specific laws and meaningful infusions of capital existed at the federal level as well. President Johnson did not merely speak of the need for a safer society and for tougher measures to achieve it; he also made it clear that he would earmark substantial resources for beating back the lawlessness that inflicted so much “death, injury, suffering and anguish” in the United States. Crime, he indicated in actions as well as words, was something that “a truly free people cannot tolerate.” In fact, the Johnson administration created the largest crime-fighting bureaucracy the nation had ever seen. Soon after taking office, Johnson oversaw passage of the Law Enforcement Assistant Act (LEAA) and created a national crime commission staffed by a blue-ribbon panel that was committed to probing “fully and deeply into the problems of crime in our nation.” In 1967 he endorsed the sweeping District of Columbia Crime Bill and issued a voluminous report on crime, “The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society,” which recommended, among other things, that the federal government provide more financial assistance to state and local governments for law enforcement. In 1968 the Johnson administration passed the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968. Even though Johnson had grown increasingly ambivalent about this piece of legislation as its more rehabilitative components were watered down in committee, when the time came to sign it he did so most willingly. In his words, “I signed the bill because it responds to one of the most urgent problems in America today—the problem of fighting crime in the local neighborhood and on the city street.” Only four senators and seventeen representatives in a Congress that was overwhelmingly Democratic voted against this sweeping legislation.

This was not simply, as some have argued, “the Democratic leap upon the law and order bandwagon.” There is little question that “law and order” became the platform on which many conservative politicians sought elected office from the mid-1960s onward, but postwar liberals were some of the first to flesh out that platform and give it substance on the ground. The Democratic party of the 1960s had its own clearly ar-


articulated anxieties about social disorder and its own discomfort with African Americans’ new determination to achieve meaningful social and economic equality by any means necessary—concerns that hardening laws and strengthening law enforcement directly addressed. By 1968 twenty-one states had received sophisticated new equipment to quiet civil disturbances, as well as new funding to train more police officers in riot control and more “correctional officers in prison, probation, and probation work” because the Johnson administration itself believed that the country needed more law and order. Indeed, thanks to the Democratic Party’s creation of the LEAA the federal government was able to spend approximately $7.5 billion to beef up the nation’s law-and-order apparatus in little more than a decade.64 Ultimately, postwar liberals had been high-ranking generals in the nation’s new war on crime, not its unhappy conscripts.65

In ways deeply ironic, however, the very law-and-order era that the Democratic party of the 1960s had actively, and even proactively, ushered in when it had created entities such as the LEAA, would be the party’s undoing. Democratic politicians had failed to predict the extent to which fueling fears of crime would eventually undermine the politics of postwar liberalism in ways structural. In short, mass incarceration, the ultimate and

64 “Annual Report to the President and the Congress on Activities under the Law Enforcement Assistance Act of 1965 (3rd).”
most devastating legacy of the nation’s new war on crime, eventually weakened the liberal (and particularly the black liberal) vote in America, while simultaneously strengthening the conservative (and particularly white conservative) vote, to an extent that historians have yet to appreciate.

The most direct and obvious mechanism by which the phenomenon of mass incarceration undermined African American voting power was legislation that barred those with criminal records from the ballot. As historians of the nineteenth century have shown, the most significant expansion of legal barriers to the franchise came right after the Civil War. By criminalizing African American spaces in the wake of the Civil War, white southerners had not only ensured themselves a large work force to tend fields and rebuild their war-torn region but they had also severely circumscribed the potential threat of black suffrage. Between 1865 and 1900, the same period that southern prisons became filled with African Americans, “19 states adopted or amended laws restricting the voting rights of criminal offenders.”

Just as laws disfranchising convicts proliferated in the wake of the Civil War, so too did they multiply almost a century later in the wake of the civil rights movement. The most significant disfranchisement decision of the post–World War II era was handed down by the U.S. Supreme Court in 1974 in *Richardson v. Ramirez*. Writing the majority opinion for the Court, Justice William Rehnquist “declared that disfranchisement statutes are exempt from the stringent standards of scrutiny ordinarily applied to voting restrictions” because section 2 of the Fourteenth Amendment stipulates that a citizen’s right to vote could not be revoked, “except for participation in rebellion, or other crime.” The irony that this language was written into the Fourteenth Amendment to protect African American voting rights after the Civil War seemed to have escaped the Court. Following *Richardson v. Ramirez*, states across the country began passing laws that disproportionately disfranchised African Americans. By the year 2000, 1.8 million African Americans had been barred from the polls because of felon disfranchisement laws and, as one legal scholar pointed out, “the potential black electorate” had been “decimated.”

The proliferation of such laws was not the only reason African American votes were diluted in the age of mass incarceration. The way that the U.S. Census Bureau calculates population came to undermine black political power as well. The census has always counted prisoners as residents of the counties where they are incarcerated, even though these prisoners could not vote. This rule mattered little in the earliest decades of the twentieth century, when few citizens lived behind bars. By the later postwar period, however, it had come to matter a great deal. Just as inner city vitality was sapped when increasing percentages of urbanites were sent to prisons in rural counties—in turn giving those all-white areas claims on government aid that had formerly been theirs—so too did urban spaces of color lose political power when they, in effect, were forced to give the votes of the incarcerated to those who confined them.

---


By the year 2000 African American voting power had been purloined by numerous all-white counties in the United States—dozens of which eventually owed more than 21 percent of their population to prisoners. Thirty-five percent of the population of Crowley County, Colorado, were in fact disfranchised prisoners, while in Concho County, Texas, the figure was 33 percent, and in Union County, Florida, it was 30 percent. Where-as overwhelmingly white areas of the United States such as Lassen County, California (where prisoners made up 25.49 percent of the census population in 2000), came to enjoy greater political clout, people of color in Oakland and Los Angeles (whose neighborhoods had lost census population in the wake of mass incarceration) saw their power weaken. In ways quantifiable, the mass incarceration of the later twentieth century had given whites an amount of political power that had not been so disproportionate since before the Civil War, when they had been able to count each African American body as three-fifths of a white person for the purposes of political representation. Ultimately, the rise of the carceral state had undercut one of the most important victories of the American civil rights movement, the Voting Rights Act of 1965.69 70

The fact that 98 percent of some states’ prison cells were by 2003 located not just in all-white counties but specifically in Republican state senate districts also had very real implications for the Democratic party. Indeed, one could argue that distorted population counts, had, over time, empowered the Republican party to a degree that no single redistricting effort could have. By 2008 a full seven rural state senate districts in upstate New York, overwhelmingly Republican areas, “would not meet the U.S. Supreme Court’s minimum population requirements without counting the prison population as local residents.” Significantly, for the criminalization of urban space in cities far away from these Republican enclaves, “four of those prison-district senators [sat] on the powerful Codes Committee and oppose[d] reforming the state’s draconian Rockefeller drug laws” because these laws filled their districts’ penal institutions. One New York state senator, Republican Dale Volker, admitted publicly that he was glad “that the almost 9,000 people confined in his district cannot vote because ‘they would never vote for me’.”71

Felon disfranchisement laws and the rules governing census population eventually undermined the Democratic Party well beyond the state level. According to research by Christopher Uggen and Jeff Manza, disfranchisement policies “affected the outcome of seven U.S. Senate races from 1970 to 1998 . . . [and] in each case the Democratic candidate would have won rather than the Republican victor.” The distorted outcomes of these


elections, in turn, “prevented Democratic control of the Senate from 1986 to 2000.” Disfranchisement legislation also benefitted Republicans over Democrats in major contests such as the presidential elections of 2000 and 2004 because a full ten states “had African American disenfranchisement rates above 15%” by those years. Excluding Americans with criminal records from the democratic process seems to have provided “a small but clear advantage to Republican candidates in every presidential and senatorial election from 1972 to 2000.”

By 2006 forty-eight states had passed laws that took away prisoners’ voting rights, and with more than 47 million Americans (one-fourth of the adult population) having a criminal record by that year, there is little doubt that the nation’s political process had been fundamentally altered. Historians, therefore, need to reckon with the myriad consequences of mass incarceration, including its less obvious political fallout. There is little question that the rise of the carceral state over the last forty years eroded the political power of the Democratic party and fueled the rise of the Right, in ways structural, and thus, changes in American justice policy did not just reflect the nation’s move rightward after 1968; they actually fueled it to an extent that liberal leaders at the time never predicted and scholars today have yet to appreciate.

Mass Incarceration and the Rewriting of Postwar American History

Focusing new historical attention on how the American criminal justice system evolved after World War II, and specifically on the advent of mass incarceration after the 1960s, helps us understand some of the most dramatic political, economic, and social transformations of the postwar period. By the close of the twentieth century almost 5.6 million U.S. adults had served time in a state or federal prison, and the lives of all Americans had been shaped in fundamental ways by mass incarceration.

There were, of course, many forces undermining the vitality of America’s inner cities in the latter part of the twentieth century; the American labor movement also had numerous forces eroding its power, and the new political order that came to dominate by the 1980s was multidimensional and was rooted in everything from the sexual revolution to stagflation to battles over religion to the way gender politics played out in the postwar period. It is important, therefore, not to place too much causative weight on any single event, process, or phenomenon. No one historical episode—no matter how epic it may have been—would have, on its own, caused changes as drastic and sweeping as those that took place in this period. Clearly, though, mass incarceration mattered a great deal to the way that the postwar United States evolved; it must then also matter when we write the history of that period.

72 On the statistics for 2006, see Hull, Disenfranchisement of Ex-felons, 1.